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Special Chapter by Funsho Ajibade
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What is bitcoin?

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency (digital peer to peer currency) 
created in 2009. Different marketplaces called exchanges 
allow people to buy or sell bitcoins using different fiat 
currencies & other cryptocurrencies.

Bitcoin is a relatively new (in terms of currencies) currency 
that was created in 2009 by an unknown individual using 
the pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto” 

Transactions are made in a decentralised manner with no 
middle men meaning, no banks! 

Bitcoin can be used legally by individuals and merchants in 
a wealth of locations now. Visa & Mastercard have teamed up 
with companies to make it possible to spend your Bitcoins 
on things like booking hotels on Expedia, shopping for 
furniture on Overstock and buying Xbox games. 

But the main hype is about getting rich by trading it. The 
price of bitcoin skyrocketed into the thousands in 2017 and 
not really looked back.
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Why is Bitcoin so 
popular?

Bitcoins can be 
used anonymously; 
international payments 
are easy and cheap 
because bitcoins are 
not tied to any specific 
country or subject 
to regulation. Small 
businesses like them 
because there are 
no credit card fees 
associated. Some people 
just buy bitcoin as an 
investment, hoping that 
they’ll go up in value.
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Ways to get Bitcoin

Coinbase, Binance, Kraken, Gemini & Gate.io are 
some of the leading cryptocurrency exchanges, 
these exchanges do have security to protect your 
cryptocurrency investments but security is still a 
concern without insurance: Bitcoins worth tens 
of millions of dollars were stolen from Bitfinex 
exchange when it was hacked in 2016 which is why 
it is vital to have security in place if you choose to 
invest in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. 

Our best pick of exchanges

There are many escrow services like Paxful, 
LocalBitcoins & ZebPay that offer purchasing of 
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies without the 
need of an exchange by dealing directly with 
other individuals. They have the Bitcoin to sell, you 
are willing to buy at their rate, the money goes 
into escrow, the Bitcoin gets sent to your wallet 

Exchanges

~ Binance Exchange ~

Peer to Peer

https://Binance.com
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address, upon receipt of the Bitcoin, you confirm it has arrived and 
the money is sent to the seller. However, there are many scammers 
on these sites so be extremely careful who you deal with and the 
process that should take place so you do not get scammed!
Although we know there are some safe merchants on these sites, 
we feel it is just too risky to recommend people to use. 

People can send bitcoins to each other using 
mobile apps, exchanges or their computers. It’s 
similar to sending cash digitally.

You can now buy, sell and store Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies using PayPal. Yes, the fees are a 
little higher than usual but there is some peace 
of mind knowing you are dealing with a global 
payment provider and that creates a greater 
element of trust when compared to individuals 
found on peer-to-peer sites that you have never 
met or heard of, although there are positive reviews for some of the 
individuals found on these sites.

People compete to “mine” bitcoins using 
computers to solve complex math puzzles. This 
is how bitcoins are created. Currently, a winner is 
rewarded with a small portion of bitcoin roughly 
every 10 minutes.

Peer to Peer transfers

Online Payment Providers like PayPal

Mining
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What is a Bitcoin 
wallet?

Bitcoins are stored in a “digital wallet,” like your bank 
account but you are bank. They exist either in the cloud 
or on a user’s computer. The wallet allows users to send or 
receive bitcoins, pay for goods or save their money. Unlike 
bank accounts, bitcoin wallets are not insured by the FSCS 
or FDIC, however Lloyds of London are offering insurance 
for Bitcoin and other insurance companies, banks and 
payment providers are showing interest in Bitcoin to offer 
to their clients.
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Wallets

Servers have and will continue to be hacked. Companies have fled 
with clients’ bitcoins as hackers can get past the security of mediocre 
systems.

You could accidentally delete them. Viruses could destroy them; 
hackers could access your computer if it’s connected to the internet.

Extremely secure as they are offline and an easy way for you to possess 
the private keys to your cryptocurrency, however, the clue is in the 
name. What if you lose the piece of paper, God forbid it sets on fire or 
it gets wet? Sounds crazy but we have heard horror stories of people 
getting fires in their homes, downpours causing roof leaks and even 
mums throwing out their son’s paper wallets thinking it was trash. 
Bye bye Bitcoin.

This is the best security option on the market in our opinion. These 
devices store your private keys offline away from any hackers and 
even if you lose the device, you can restore your private keys to 
another device using a 12-24-word recovery phrase. 

Wallets on the cloud

Wallets on computers

Paper wallets

Hardware wallets
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Our best hardware wallet choice? The Ledger Nano X produced by 
the long-time FinTech company in France, Ledger.

We recommend you have multiple copies of your recovery 
phrase in different locations in a waterproof bag in a safe, 
under floorboards or you can dig a hole in your nans 
garden and bury it!

~ Buy one here ~

https://shop.ledger.com/pages/ledger-nano-x?r=7c294a6fe966&tracker=MY_TRACKER
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Anonymity of Bitcoin

Every Bitcoin transaction is recorded in a public log; however, names 
of buyers and sellers are never revealed – only their wallet IDs & 
balance. While that keeps bitcoin users’ transactions private, it also 
lets them buy or sell anything without easily tracing it back to them. 
Some people say it has become the currency of choice for people 
online buying drugs or other illicit activities but we think that is a 
bit of a cop out, considering how many people actually use Bitcoin 
compared to the Pound & Dollar which seem to have a fair bit of that 
so called “illicit activity” happening with them too!
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Is Bitcoin’s future in 
question?

We believe Bitcoin is here to stay and although we may be biased, 
the truth is that no one knows for sure what will become of bitcoin. It 
is mostly unregulated, but some countries like Japan, UK, USA, China, 
India and Australia have begun weighing regulations. Governments 
seem to be concerned about their piece of the pie after seeing 
the success and adoption of Bitcoin, they are trying to implement 
taxes and their lack of control over the currency has been displayed 
numerous times as there is no CEO or Managing Director of Bitcoin. 
No one to threaten with legal action, just an amazing piece of online 
genius that has opened the eyes of many to a decentralised future 
of finance. 

On the other hand, El Salvador have made Bitcoin legal tender in 
their country after a bill was recently passed making them the first 
country to officially recognise Bitcoin as legal tender, other countries 
may follow suit as Bitcoin is seen by many as a good hedge against 
inflation.  
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This is an important thing to think about, don’t get caught in the 
hype of current prices. Only invest what you can afford to lose, re-
mortgaging your house to invest is not a smart move!

If you don’t know anything about the project you are investing into or 
the market itself, you are creating more risk. Education is paramount, 
if you don’t know anything about the market, find someone that 
does. 

 

Equally important to understand that once you invest, it may be 
some time before you can access your funds. Markets do not travel 
in a straight line, so some days you could be up and others you could 
be down. Timing is key, if you invest during a bear market you could 
be waiting a while to get your money back. 

0707
6 Things to Think 
About Before Investing 
in Cryptocurrencies 
Like Bitcoin 

Is it affordable?

 Research the marketplace thoroughly 

Time Horizon
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You need to execute a plan for reaching goals, this should include 
targets that you monitor and act upon to pull regular profits during 
times where the market goes up. This will not only start to cover your 
initial investment but also help educate you on when to take action 
to ensure you have a good return on your investment. 

There could not be a more uncertain time in people’s lives than 
right now. Jobs are at risk with lots of business closures as a result of 
Covid-19 and lockdown. We cannot look into the future but we can 
prepare for it. Try and get completely debt free and at least 3 months 
ahead for living expenses before choosing to invest. This gives you a 
cushion for some time if you lose your job and need to search for a 
new one. 

The cryptocurrency market is extremely volatile, this means that the 
risk vs reward is extremely high. There are over 8200 coins/tokens 
you can choose to invest into. Some are established projects that 
are changing the world and could become the new major players in 
town further down the line. Many of them are not, history teaches us 
that sometimes a fantastic idea can also be destroyed in seconds by a 
slightly better idea. This happens a great deal in this market, without 
educating yourself and following industry news, you can easily get 
caught out and lose money. Research and understand the projects, 
look into the team behind them, their activity and engagement 
online, their whitepaper and see what partnerships they have.

Pulling Profits

Create an emergency fund for unforeseen circumstances 

Risk vs Reward 
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Bitcoin, could it make you a millionaire?

We would be extremely surprised if you have not heard of Bitcoin 
because it has become very mainstream in the media after 
outperforming every other asset on the planet.

Pretty confusing understanding how it all works, understanding 
cryptocurrency, the blockchain technology behind it, cryptography, 
source code, private keys, public keys, how to buy cryptocurrency, 
how to sell cryptocurrency, how to exchange cryptocurrency, how to 
withdraw cryptocurrency, how to store cryptocurrency, the risks, the 
benefits....

This is when people start to turn around and walk away scratching their 
heads.

We could have produced a 100-page explanation about the economy, 
the history of money, the banking system, cryptocurrency vs fiat, but 
people just don’t have the time for that.

We are going to keep this as short and sweet as we can.

Fiat currencies (Pound, Dollar, Euro etc) have NEVER lasted, they 
are always replaced with a new monetary system, most people are 

0808
Can Bitcoin reach 
$100,000 or more?
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unaware of this because life has enough distractions and the herd 
tends to just go with the flow and have a little moan to their friends 
about the prices rising on shopping and petrol.

The average lifespan of a fiat currency is only 27 years based on the 
last 775 that were created, there are a couple of exceptions, one being 
the Great British Pound Sterling that is now over 300 years old but 
there is one HUGE problem.

What happens over the life span of each one of these fiat currencies?

It depreciates in value DRAMATICALLY due to inflation. The Great 
British Pound Sterling has lost 99.5% of its value since it was created 
and this sends a clear signal that it is also doomed to fail and that has 
always been the case, by design fiat currencies have always been set 
to fail so wealthy, sorry greedy, rich global leaders and elite families 
can steal the wealth of the world from the little man.

Now a quick lesson in money for you, let’s say we create a new currency 
called FUD and we say there is a total supply of 100,000,000,000 
FUDS, now as time goes on, we start to encounter a few problems 
as we have gained some debts that we have accrued as a country 
due to things like war, market crashes, pandemics, unemployment, 
benefits, fraud, etc.

In order to keep stability in the currency, we need to borrow some 
money from the central bank or things will start to fall like dominoes, 
so the central bank say, well how much do you need?

So, we tell them 50,000,000,000 FUDS to get things back on track.
This is where it gets interesting, the central bank literally starts 
printing more FUD’s (whether on a printing press or figures on a 
screen in a digital sense) and give it to the retail banks, governments 
etc to put it back into circulation.
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Now we have 150,000,000,000 FUDS in circulation but 1 FUD is no 
longer carrying the value that it had before because it has been 
devalued by the total circulating supply increasing more than it was 
originally.

Companies now have no choice but to raise prices on products and 
services in order to run their businesses and we, ON THE SURFACE 
have to pay more FUDS for a service or product that has not changed 
in any way.

If you buy an apple for 1 FUD then next year buy an apple for 1.5 
FUDS, but has the apple changed?

It is still just an apple that grows on a tree that was planted using 
a seed and watered by a farmer, the FUD currency has lost value 
because the bank has printed more of it and added it into circulation 
watering down the buying power of FUD.

What makes cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin so different?

Simple, you CANNOT print more Bitcoin and that is extremely 
important as to why the price has the potential to significantly rise.
Bitcoin has 21 million coins and no more can be added to it, this is 
called a finite supply, unlike fiat currencies like the pound and dollar 
that have an infinite supply. The main difference in value is that 
Bitcoin deflationary, meaning it cannot be inflated or deflated.

If lots of people buy Bitcoin the price rises because of supply and 
demand, when there are very few Bitcoins left to buy, the price will 
naturally become more expensive due to its scarcity.

How will Bitcoin hit £100,000 from a technical standpoint?

Take all the money in the world, no one knows for sure but roughly 
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$80 trillion all told and then think about what is going to happen to 
the value of it as inflation continues to rise in every single fiat currency 
in existence, we are in the beginning of a recession and mid-way 
through a pandemic, meaning we are in a REALLY bad economic 
situation and face a serious global crash and reset.

People, businesses and investors will have two options, keep money 
where it is and lose a great deal of their wealth or hedge by diversifying 
their wealth into other assets for safety.

The cryptocurrency market is being seen as a place to do that now, 
institutional investors, banks, retail investors and major corporations 
are investing part of their wealth into this marketplace and that will 
only continue to increase as people start to lose faith in fiat currencies 
like the pound, dollar and euro.

The cryptocurrency market only needs to have a market cap of one 
tenth of all the money in the world and Bitcoin will be worth upwards 
of $100,000 per coin and this is a reserved expectation on our end!

Tyler Winklevoss, one of the first billionaires in cryptocurrency has 
estimated a $500,000 per coin price on Bitcoin and believes it will 
take over gold

Tim Draper the venture capital investor estimates by 2022 we will 
see a $250,000 per coin price on Bitcoin

Mark Yusko from Morgan Creek Investments and a former sceptic of 
Bitcoin believes we will see a $100,000 a coin by the end of 2021 and 
$500,000 by the end of 2030.

Bitcoin is priced at the time of writing this on 20/07/21 at $29,689 per 
coin.
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Cryptocurrencies are a digital cash designed to be quicker, cheaper 
and more reliable than our regular government issued money. Instead 
of trusting a government to create your money and banks to store, 
send and receive it, users transact directly with each other and store 
their money themselves. Because people can send money directly 
without a middleman, transactions are usually very affordable and 
fast.

There are around 11,000 cryptocurrencies on the market today. With 
such a broad range of cryptocurrencies to choose from, how do 
investors know which is the best cryptocurrency to invest in? From 
the most popular cryptocurrencies making headlines around the 
globe to lesser-known digital currencies you may never have heard 
of, here are ten cryptocurrency projects that we believe are destined 
for greatness in 2021.

0909
Cryptocurrencies we 
believe are destined 
for greatness in 2021
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New cryptocurrencies come and go, but Bitcoin never 
goes out of fashion. Bitcoin surprised everyone and 
hit its new all-time high of $64,000 in April 2021.
Analysts share unanimously strong views on the 
future of Bitcoin within the next 12 months and 
beyond, predicting incredible $100,000, $170,000 and 

even $318,000 price targets for BTC.

Among the major Bitcoin price drivers in 2021 we can define the 
growing institutional demand, rising inflation and increasingly 
negative perception of contemporary monetary policy. All these force 
individual investors and institutions to look for alternative options to 
protect the value of their capital.
Cryptocurrencies, led by Bitcoin, seem to be a perfect solution.

The cryptocurrency predictions 2021 can’t but mention 
the most promising cryptocurrency, Ethereum, which 
also showed great performance in 2021, the second-
largest cryptocurrency after Bitcoin, Ethereum has 
a market capitalisation of $205bn at time of writing 
and has seen a new all-time high of $4,362 so far in 

2021. To put it into context, the cryptocurrency started 2019 trading 
around $125 and climbed up to $4,362 in 2 years! Why is Ethereum 
considered one of the best crypto’s to invest in? Ethereum open 
source blockchain network has always served as a preferred network 
for decentralised applications (dApps). In addition to its native 
cryptocurrency, Ethereum (ETH), the platform supports other crypto 
platforms such as Uniswap (UNI), Maker (MKR) and Aave (AAVE), 
which are active in the Decentralised Finance sector.

1. Bitcoin

2. Ethereum
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DeFi is considered one of the fastest growing crypto trends, which 
can transform insurance, loans and savings programmes, making 
them independent from banks and other centralised financial 
institutions.

So far in 2021, the fastest-growing sector in the crypto world, DeFi 
has reached new highs. The total number of assets, locked in the 
DeFi ecosystem surpassed $100bn (in 2019, this number was less 
than $3bn). The explosive influx of market participants and capital 
to the DeFi sector contributed to Ethereum’s strong position as the 
leading altcoin, as it dominated the sector holding 96 per cent of the 
total volume of transactions.

Ripple was created as an alternative financial 
payments system with the aim to transform and 
facilitate cross-border payments, making them 100 
per cent safe, almost free and instant. Back in early 
Ripple days in 2013, the platform got attention from 
many financial institutions. Years later it was adopted 

by more than 100 financial institutions. In 2020 The Ripple blockchain 
has expanded to more than 300 providers across 40 countries, 
including Banco Santander (SAN) and American Express (AXP), JP 
Morgan (JPM) and HSBC Holdings (HSBA).

Among the most recent RippleNet’s supporters are the HDFC Bank 
Limited (HDB), India’s largest bank, and the Bank of America (BAC), 
the US second-largest bank. Looking forward into 2021, what are the 
major drivers that can make you think of Ripple as one of the top 10 
cryptocurrencies to invest in?

According to the report by OMFIF (the Official Monetary and Financial 
Institutions Forum), Ripple, with its distributed ledger technology 

3. Ripple (XRP)
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(DLT), could “position itself as an alternative to SWIFT”, solving five 
major issues: security, speed, traceability, cost, transparency and risk 
management. With growing support from the European Commission, 
encouraging the transition to digital finance and sharing plans to 
build a new legal framework enabling the use of DLT technology 
and crypto assets in the financial sector, Ripple’s perspectives seem 
brighter than ever before. Important to add, Ripple Labs currently 
have a lawsuit from the SEC (Securities Exchange Commision) who 
claim Ripple are a security rather than a currency. It is advised to do 
your own research into this.

At the moment of writing Litecoin is fluctuating 
around $106, which makes it pretty affordable. The LTC 
market capitalisation is $7.1bn. The cryptocurrency 
can boast one of the lowest times required for mining 
and a high block reward of 25 LTC. Although we can’t 
call Litecoin the best performing cryptocurrency of 

the year, it has rarely left the top 10 most popular cryptocurrencies. 
The launch of the first decentralised Litecoin-based RPG fantasy 
game LiteBringer, where each players’ move is a transaction, brought 
benefit for the whole blockchain. Litecoin transactions skyrocketed 
on the news, exceeding 130,000 right after the game’s launch. The 
boosted performance could serve as a positive price driver with the 
analysts from CoinSwitch predicting a $600 price target for Litecoin 
in 2021. Some analysts also believe that the Litecoin price will tend to 
grow in the coming years following the halving.

4. Litecoin
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The marmite of the crypto world, originally launched 
on the Ethereum network, TRON peer-to-peer network 
was aiming to revolutionise the entertainment 
industry and democratise content creation. The team 
has numerous high-profile partnerships, including 
Samsung, bike-sharing company oBike, Chinese 

search engine Baidu, and Baofeng, the so-called Chinese Netflix. 
TRON ecosystem works as a content-sharing platform. Users, who 
create or share content get rewarded with TRX, which serves as a 
more transparent monetisation system than those used by traditional 
social media networks. It also does not require a middleman, such as 
AppStore or GooglePlay. The rise of dApps could contribute greatly 
to TRON’s upward movement, as the crypto platform is considered 
one of the biggest powers in this market. In 2020, Tron’s dApp 
transaction volume even surpassed that of Ethereum. In summer 
2020 the platform kicked off the TRON 4.0 Great Voyage protocol 
upgrade. The implementation of 4.0, introducing privacy features to 
smartcontracts, provide additional reason to be bullish on the TRX 
cryptocurrency forecast in 2021.

The cryptocurrency marketplace is 
extremely volatile, never invest more 
money than you can afford to lose.

Please note:

5. TRON
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In 2020, Polkadot (DOT) was one of the most profitable 
and most trusted cryptocurrencies.  In a very short time 
frame, Polkadot has acquired a top 10 cryptocurrency 
position.

The most impressive thing about Polkadot is its 
scalability, Bitcoin processes 3 transactions a second and Ethereum 
processes 10 transactions a second. This indicates the scalability issue 
both these cryptocurrencies face. Yet, Polkadot is a clear winner in 
scalability.

Polkadot’s parachains enable faster processing of transactions in 
parallel. This then boosts throughput. The first parachains launched 
in 2021, which can process 1000 transactions a second, this 10 times 
faster than Ethereum.

With such great prospects, some investors are choosing to invest in 
Polkadot which at the time of writing has a market cap of $1.07bn.

The Solana blockchain network has been quietly 
making waves by enabling online businesses to make 
sales and purchases online using cryptocurrency. 
Thanks to Solana’s innovative blockchain solutions, 
merchants can now enjoy instant pay-outs, without 
waiting days or even weeks for funds to settle in their 

bank accounts. Solana was launched in the spring of 2020, its native 
token, SOL, is one of the Top 15 coins in the market. As more companies 
start using its lightning-fast network, investors who get in on Solana 
now stand a better chance of striking gold in the future. The market 
cap for Solana stands at $443 million at the time of writing which is 

7. Solana

6. Polkadot
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relatively small for a top 15 project, signalling potential growth in the 
future.

Cardano (ADA) has long been hailed as a potential 
“Ethereum-killer.”

Now that’s quite the claim. Ethereum is the second 
most valuable cryptocurrency project, only trailing to 
Bitcoin (BTC). As Ethereum seeks to overtake Bitcoin, 

it has a new kid on the blockchain, hot on its heels trying to take its 
place.

Bitcoin is still the biggest crypto asset mainly because it is the oldest 
and most well-known. However, Ethereum has taken a sizable market 
share in cryptocurrency due to its impressive integrated applications. 
That’s a clear area where Bitcoin lacks.

Cardano seeks to take the crown, as it offers the best of both worlds 
and offers it well. It solves Bitcoin’s energy usage problem and 
challenges Ethereum’s smart contracts. One to watch for the future!

8. Cardano
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Binance Coin (BNB) is a popular cryptocurrency 
created by Binance Exchange. 
Binance Exchange is by far the largest cryptocurrency 
exchange in the world and was created by an influential 
(now billionaire) named Changpeng Zhao (referred to 
as ‘CZ’ online). 

Firstly, CZ is very influential in the cryptocurrency world. Before 
Binance was created, CZ also worked on OKCoin. However, after the 
Binance ICO, he stepped down from OKCoin to become the CEO of 
Binance Exchange.
Binance offers the most crypto to crypto pairings and has a 
monumental daily trading volume of approximately $30.59bn at 
time of writing. They are so huge, they make all other exchanges, 
including their biggest rival, Coinbase look like insignificant kids 
attempting to play the crypto game.

As a result, it makes sense that as the space continues to grow, so will 
the native Binance token BNB, it also makes sense that it will grow 
due to the fact that Binance Exchange offer a number of projects 
that can only be purchased using BNB and to top it off, users are 
rewarded with lower trading fees by using BNB on the Binance 
Exchange. BNB was launched in 2017 with a high of around $10, it is 
currently priced at the time of writing at $264.37

9. Binance Coin
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Chainlink have impressed us, they decided to do 
something very different. Instead of trying to outsmart 
established cryptocurrency projects, Chainlink makes 
it significantly easier for them to communicate with 
the world. 

Why is that important?

Blockchain offers many benefits, including security and 
decentralization, but it is not connected as well as these projects 
would like to the outside world. In a way, this is good for security, 
however, this means blockchain technologies do not have access to 
crucial off-chain data that could make them more efficient. A need 
for a data-sharing channel between Blockchain and the outside 
world is 100% needed. But in order to maintain the integrity of 
decentralization, this data cannot come from one single source. 

Chainlink solves this problem by creating a decentralized oracle 
network, it’s in the top 15 at time of writing with a $837 million market 
cap and does not have any major rivals in its wake, this means it’s 
likely to continue to grow. ChainLink is priced at $13.78 per token and 
some analysts have price predictions on this project by the end of 
2021 of up to $100 per token.

10. ChainLink
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Short answer is that there are 2 ways that work extremely well if you 
know what you are doing.

Tale as old as time, long-term investing with a diversified portfolio 
of cryptocurrency assets that has been built and is managed by 
professionals, just like you would have with investments in the 
stock market is a significant winner for our clients and many other 
investors in the space. Research, analysis, foresight and patience are 
beautiful things if you apply them to cryptocurrency investment. 
There are many strategies you can employ with long-term holding 
or HODLing (Hold On for Dear Life) which is a crypto term used after 
someone mistakenly tried to type HOLD and it has just stuck in the 
space and spread like wildfire through the community, who now see 
HODL as the long-term investment strategy buzzword of choice. Our 
Digital Asset Portfolio Management Service is perfect for long term 
investors who want a more hands off approach and have peace of 
mind that they have exposure to the market in the best projects and 
have people on hand at all times. We help manage millions of pounds 
worth of portfolios for our clients and you hold the assets at all times, 
we build the portfolio with you, walk you through how to execute the 

1010
What are the best 
ways to invest?

1. Long Term Investment
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portfolio and employ the best strategy for your requirements while 
holding your hand through the entire process. 

Probably the most sought-after skill to possess in the cryptocurrency 
market place and we understand why. Do we hear residual income? 
The crypto market has huge volatility and with huge volatility comes 
huge opportunities to make money on the way up and the way 
down. To put it into context, Bitcoin was around $3600 in 2020 at 
its low and $64,000 in April 2021 at its high, we suffered a few major 
crashes and many dips during that time. Imagine making money 
during these periods, when you understand how to trade the market 
during events like those, spotting breakout trades, major crashes, 
scaling in and out of trades, loading up during crashes, using special 
indicators like the RSI, there is serious money that can be made if 
you know what you are doing and do it right. In fact, you can actually 
make more money trading than in long term investment if you work 
with the right people, have a good knowledge base and experience. 
Our students take advantage of our Cryptocurrency Trading Course, 
Support Group and Trade Alerts to do that, there are many trading 
groups and courses out there but make sure you do your due 
diligence first. There are many charlatans who claim to know what 
they are doing and have cost people money.

2. Cryptocurrency Trading
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We believe that even though trading does have the edge; it is actually 
better to have both. By learning to trade the markets you are adding 
a skill to your arsenal that can make you money and then in turn 
by investing long term you also have an asset safety net of quality 
cryptocurrency projects that are building your long-term wealth. As 
your trading skills improve, you will have additional funds to invest 
into your long-term portfolio so you can improve that even more 
during market crashes and dips which means you can average your 
prices lower through Dollar Cost Averaging meaning you win on 
both ends.

But remember, this isn’t a walk in the park, it takes time to refine 
trading skills. We have been doing this for 5 years, so we know what 
we are doing. Don’t expect to have the same level of knowledge on 
day 3, because that won’t be the case but working with the right 
people will allow you to hit the ground running and be a pro trader 
in no time!

The winner? 
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• Rising inflation and the potential for even more stimulus 
continues to push people to safe-haven assets.

• Increased adoption from payment applications like PayPal 
will give far more people easy access to cryptocurrency.

• Publicly traded companies purchasing Bitcoin shows a 
high level of confidence in its appreciation.

• Bitcoin’s historical trend of closely following its halving 
stock-to-flow model shows an extremely bullish outlook for 
the future.

1111
Why are Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrency 
projects seen as a 
great investment 
choice?

The rush to safe haven assets has begun.

Growing inflation of the U.S. dollar has seen effects of capital 
appreciation in many cryptocurrency projects. Inflation is on average 
at 2% a year, yet recent stimulus spending by Biden poises a great 
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increase in inflation for the future which will decrease the purchasing 
power of the US dollar.

The United States has added over $2.4 trillion to the US economy 
recently and this has naturally made savvy investors and business 
owners worry about the decrease in the dollar’s purchasing power 
and rise in inflation that is inevitable.
Adoption is another reason for Bitcoin’s consistent price appreciation 
over time as is its adoption as a payment method. PayPal now allows 
users and merchants to buy, sell, store, and accept Bitcoin and other 
cryptocurrencies as a form of payment.

This news increased Bitcoin’s price immediately. 350 million users 
who now have the ability to easily buy, store, and use Bitcoin is a 
game changing moment for the cryptocurrency giant. 20 million 
active merchants can now accept Bitcoin as payment.

PayPal also owns Venmo, a hugely popular payment app with 40 
million + active accounts, making Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies 
easily accessed and more significant than ever.

PayPal and Venmo are relatively new to the crypto space, there 
are thousands of applications that allow users to buy, sell, and hold 
cryptocurrency. 

There are also private cryptocurrency exchanges and decentralised 
exchanges like Binance, Coinbase, Gate.io, Gemini and Kraken that 
are noteworthy mentions that allow buying, selling, trading and 
storing of cryptocurrencies making the audience to Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrency projects even wider.
To really set the stage for the growth yet to come, 650 US banks 
are going to be offering exposure to Bitcoin in the near future as a 
result of NYDIG a Bitcoin solutions provider and NCR an enterprise 
payments firm as featured in an article on the Nasdaq website. 
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That is potentially 24 million customers that will have the ability to 
buy, sell and store Bitcoin through their bank accounts. 
Just think about that for a moment, with even a small percentage 
of those customers buying Bitcoin, imagine the price action it could 
see.  

Institutional Investment

The narrative of Bitcoin as a safe-haven asset is growing. The current 
societal and economic climate shows a growing incentive to keep 
less cash and be hedged against intense market swings and currency 
fluctuations in particular with the US dollar.

Ask yourself why publicly traded companies are beginning to convert 
cash in their treasuries over to Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency 
projects as a more effective store of value. MicroStrategy, a mega 
corporation business analytics company, purchased $425 million 
worth of Bitcoin. Huge payment provider Square purchased $50 
million worth of Bitcoin. Why?

More companies are following suit, Tesla made a $1.5 billion dollar 
purchase of Bitcoin this year, and people think they may have missed 
the boat on this? 

The confidence that these companies and their investors have in 
Bitcoin and its future is huge, the concept of Bitcoin as a store-of-
value and safe-haven asset is increasingly becoming a reality.

So how do you get your slice of the action?

There are many ways, but we believe there are 2 key options that 
continue to give investors and traders huge profits if executed 
correctly.
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Stock-To-Flow Model and Halving

One of the most important reasons for the rise in Bitcoin’s price are 
two key elements that are by design a major winning attribute.

There will only be 21 million Bitcoin that will ever exist. You cannot 
print more like the Dollar & Pound Sterling and this makes bitcoin 
scarce, in fact scarcer than any currency before it. 

The second, a process coded into Bitcoin called halving. Bitcoin has 
its own built-in escrow where Bitcoin is released to miners as a reward 
for confirming and processing payment transactions. The reward is 
cut in half every four years and this means reduced inflation.

Bitcoin’s stock-to-flow ratio is doubled on each halving, confusing at 
this point or are you still with us? 

The process continues every four years till all the available Bitcoin 
is in circulation but it will be capped at 21 million. As of the time of 
writing, there are 18,757,806 in circulation.

Bitcoin’s price has followed its stock-to-flow ratio extremely closely 
and if it continues to do that, Bitcoin’s value would be somewhere 
around $100,000 - $150,000 by the end of 2021.
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Missed the boat? Let’s take a look 
at some performances based on 
investing $1000 on the 1st January 
2021 to 16/07/21 to see what bang 
you would get for your bucks. The 
figures below DO NOT include the 
initial $1000, these are pure profit 
or loss figures.

1212
Cryptocurrency vs 
Stocks Performances 
in 2021

Bitcoin (BTC): +8.39% $83.90

Stellar (XLM): +81.13% $811.13

Ethereum (ETH): +160.26% $1602.60

Cardano (ADA): +585.36% $5,853.60

Binance (BNB): +717.7% $7,177.00

Dogecoin (DOGE): +3110.91% $31,109.10

Some well-known cryptocurrency projects
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There is a clear winner here and that is cryptocurrency projects have 
the edge when it comes to gains. 

It is staggering to see that in a 7-month period with the right choices 
you could potentially turn $1000 in to $31,109.10 that is 31x more than 
your initial investment!

However, the cryptocurrency market is extremely volatile and people 
should exercise caution before investing.

Our advice to you is to seek reputable sources of information to grow 
your knowledge, make sure you are well equipped before entering 
this space as it can also be unforgiving.

There are significant rewards to be made if you choose the right 
projects to invest into and have a strategy on when to sell.

Alibaba (BABA): -7.72% -$77.20

Tesla (TSLA): -7.8% -$78.00

Amazon (AMZN): +11.49% $114.90

Apple (AAPL): +12.26% $112.60

Facebook (FB): +26.1% $261.00

Tata Motors (TATA): +62.86 $628.60

Some well-known stocks in the same period.
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There are more new millionaires that have been created from this 
new exciting sector than any other sector on the planet.

As long-time experts in building portfolios for our clients and 
teaching people how to trade the crypto market, we pride ourselves 
on providing the best training and support to make sure they are well 
prepared and educated throughout their cryptocurrency investment 
journey, for more information on how we can help you please get in 
touch to book an appointment. 

 www.wecoachcrypto.com 

 info@wecoachcrypto.com 

 +44(0)1926 504041

Follow us on YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn & Twitter using 
@wecoachcrypto 

Direct message us on WhatsApp or Telegram: +44(0)7495750287 

http://www.wecoachcrypto.com
mailto:info@wecoachcrypto.com
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